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* 'a'cow and then make hole in them and f:bt'those. . . .

• (What was the name of that^game?) -
J K

;•-' t i s t t U w i U ^ "they used to call them. They used to call them things

_ (Would there, be some'kind of a ̂ contest—like seeing who can throw

'.' • it the farthest?)

No—they used to—just to.have fun. It wasn't no contest way back

there. They just'all this--what-they do ever here is,all new. I.don't

' , know where they got it, but they got it. Now way back, you never did

hear of a head drummer. You never did hear of a head dancers. Head

girl dancer—no! There was nothing like that, But this one, it costs

too much. They have to give away for the head dancer and the head

drummer. I don'£ know where they got it. ' ,

• TRAINING OF GIRLS, ' " \

(Going back to these kids, about how old would the girls be when they

start teaching.them how to keep house or sew or cook or help out—?)

"They.started them just as young as they could.. They didn't have to

wait till they're ten or nine years—even little ones, they used to
* • • • • »

give them needles and they used to be sewing. Some of them used to

*. try to bead." They learned, their kids early. In order to keep them .

at home. T£ey used to say that. I don't inow why. In order to

keep them from going all over, running around, they used to either
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give' them sewing or beads and then they would have the bigger ones

make bread and stuff like that. * •

(Did the older girls ever have to look after the smaller kids or

/anything like that?)

: Oh, yes. Their sisters. Their sisters, and little brothers, they
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